
A WARRIOR UNDEFEATABLE/ 

A man like none other chapter 3521-The elders led these people from the 
Soulless Palace into the cave of the Spirit Rhinoceros Beast! 

After seeing two spiritual beasts, one large and one small, the people in the 
Soulless Palace were very excited! 

“So this is a rhinoceros beast. It looks stupid. Are they really that sensitive to 
breath?” 

After the woman in black saw the rhinoceros beast, she immediately 
approached it! 

“Fellow Taoist, this is a spiritual beast that has just given birth. Please don’t 
get close…” 

The elders of the clan hurriedly spoke out to stop the woman in black from 
approaching! 

But the woman in black rushed forward and grabbed the little consonant! 

“Stop, what are you doing?” 

The sect elder was shocked and rushed to stop him! 

But the man in black had a cold look in his eyes: “This rhinoceros beast 
belongs to us. If you dare to stop it, you will be killed!” 

After saying that, the man slapped the sect elder with one palm! 

The sect elder was shocked. He really didn’t expect that these guys from the 
Soulless Palace would dare to openly rob the Spirit Rhino Beast in their Spirit 
Beast Valley! 

The sect elder hurriedly retreated, but the woman in black had already 
captured the little consonant beast! 

“Brother, withdraw…” 

After the rhinoceros beast succeeded, the woman in black shouted! 



These people from the Soulless Palace began to rush out of the cave! 

“Stop them, stop them…” 

The elder of the clan shouted! 

Hearing the roar of the sect elder, many monks in Spirit Beast Valley took 
action to stop him! 

It’s just that the demonic cultivators in the Soulless Palace are obviously much 
stronger, so many cultivators in the Spirit Beast Valley were knocked to the 
ground! 

Seeing that these demon cultivators from the Soulless Palace were about to 
rush out of the Spirit Beast Valley, suddenly three figures appeared, and one 
of them threw a punch! 

This punch made a deafening sound, and countless fist shadows directly 
blocked the way! 

When the man in black saw this, he stepped forward and punched the fist 
figure! 

Rumble…… 

There was a sound that resounded throughout the world, and terrifying 
spiritual power instantly surged around. 

The man in black paused for a moment, then took three steps back! 

When the woman in black saw this, she immediately stopped! 

“Put down the rhinoceros and I can let you go!” 

Chen Ping looked at the people in the Soulless Palace coldly and said! 

Several people in the Soulless Palace didn’t know Chen Ping. When they saw 
that Chen Ping was only at the first level of the Tribulation Realm, they all 
thought they were wrong! 

Especially the man in black, his face is very gloomy. After all, he is a sixth-
grade monk in the Tribulation Realm, and he is also considered a leader in the 
Soulless Palace! 



Now he was unexpectedly knocked back three steps by a first-level cultivator 
in the Tribulation Realm. It was so embarrassing! 

“Get out of my way or die…” 

The man in black said with a cold face and gritted his teeth! 

“What a loud tone…” 

Bai Qian and Huo Feng stepped forward slowly! 

The aura of the seventh-level Tribulation Realm was revealed on Bai Qian’s 
body, and the terrifying aura kept pressing towards the people in the Soulless 
Palace! 

At this moment, the elders of the sect also led people to catch up and 
surrounded these people from the Soulless Palace! 

Seeing that Bai Qian has become a seventh-level monk in the Tribulation 
Realm, the faces of the people in the Soulless Palace became increasingly 
ugly! 

“You are so brave. We are from the Soulless Palace. If you dare to touch us, 
you will be killed by the Soulless Palace.” 

“If you don’t want Spirit Beast Valley to turn into purgatory, then get out of my 
way immediately!” 

The man in black burst out of the house and shouted loudly! 

He thought that the explosion of the Soulless Palace would shock everyone! 

But I found that after I said it, no one gave way! 

“Soulless Palace?” 

When Chen Ping heard this name, he immediately thought of Elder Fei, and 
then smiled coldly and said, “A dog from the Demon Sealing Alliance started 
barking. Do you really think your Soulless Palace is very powerful?” 

Hearing Chen Ping’s words, the man in black’s heart jumped suddenly! 

Everyone else in the Soulless Palace was also instantly shocked! 



A man like none other chapter 3522-You must know that very few people 
know that the Soulless Palace is working as a dog for the Demon Sealing 
Alliance! 

They didn’t understand how Chen Ping knew about this! 

“What nonsense are you talking about? You dare to humiliate our Soulless 
Palace, you are simply seeking death…” 

The man in black roared at Chen Ping! 

It was impossible for him to admit that Soulless Palace was a lackey of the 
Demon Sealing Alliance! 

“Whether I’m talking nonsense or not, you know best in your heart. Since you 
are from the Soulless Palace, even if I release the Spirit Beast, I can’t let you 
leave!” 

Chen Ping said with cold eyes! 

The Soulless Palace is also chasing Chen Ping. Now that Chen Ping has met 
someone from the Soulless Palace, how could he let him go so easily? 

What’s more, now that they are following the people from Spirit Beast Valley, 
their strength is not weak! 

It’s enough to deal with these guys from the Soulless Palace! 

“Boy, it seems that you are going to die with us…” 

The man in black’s eyes turned cold, and then a black energy shot out from 
his hand! 

This seemingly ordinary black energy contained terrifying power and headed 
straight for Chen Ping! 

A young monk who was in the first level of the Tribulation Realm. The man in 
black couldn’t kill Chen Ping even if he tried his best to attack him! 

“you dare…………” 

When Bai Qian saw this, he immediately shouted angrily! 



But Chen Ping stopped Bai Qian, his eyes flashing coldly, “Don’t worry, he’s 
just a sixth-grade Tribulation Realm, I just want to give him a try…” 

I saw golden light emerging from Chen Ping’s body, his indestructible golden 
body activated, and his whole body was instantly covered with golden scales! 

boom! 

The black energy burst down, and Chen Ping instantly created two barriers, 
taking on a defensive posture! 

But when the two barriers came into contact with the black energy, they were 
instantly shattered! 

Then hit Chen Ping’s indestructible golden body! 

Chen Ping took three steps back! 

The golden scales on Buhuajin’s body kept falling off, and soon Chen Ping’s 
skin was exposed! 

However, the black energy did not cause any substantial harm to Chen Ping 
and quickly disappeared! 

“Sixth level of Tribulation Realm, nothing more than that…” 

Chen Ping’s eyes were full of disdain! 

If it weren’t for the corrosive black energy of the man in black, Chen Ping’s 
indestructible golden body should not be broken! 

Seeing that he fought hard, not only did he not kill Chen Ping, but he didn’t 
even hurt Chen Ping! 

The man’s heart suddenly stirred up a storm! 

You must know that Chen Ping is just a first-level monk in the Tribulation 
Realm, but he is a sixth-level Tribulation Realm monk! 

There is a difference of five small realms! 

How could it not be killed? 



Others in the Soulless Palace were also looking at Chen Ping in shock at this 
moment, their eyes full of disbelief! 

“Put down the rhinoceros beast…” 

Chen Ping looked at the woman in black and said with cold eyes! 

“Huh, just because you can resist my big brother’s palm, doesn’t mean you 
can resist my palm.” 

“Hand it over if you say it will be handed over. Who do you think you are?” 

The woman in black put down the psychic beast and was about to attack 
Chen Ping! 

“A girl is so rude and needs to be punished.” 

Bai Qian snorted coldly, and instantly a breath burst out from her body! 

boom! 

Before the woman in black could react, she felt a heavy weight falling on her 
body and fell to her knees with a thud! 

“younger sister……” 

When the man in black saw this, he shouted anxiously! 

The woman in black gritted her teeth and tried hard to get up, but she couldn’t 
move at all! 

She, the sixth level of the Tribulation Realm, was powerless to resist in front of 
Bai Qian, the seventh level of the Tribulation Realm! 

“The people from the Soulless Palace are too weak. They only have a certain 
level of cultivation, but no real ability…” 

Bai Qian couldn’t help but sneer! 

Logically speaking, a sixth-grade Tribulation Realm master would not be 
suppressed by a seventh-grade Tribulation Realm cultivator, unable to move 
even with a random breath! 



It’s just that now the Soulless Palace has become a lackey of the Demon 
Sealing Alliance. Whether it is resources or training, it is already empty! 

Although the man and woman in black appear to have the sixth-level 
cultivation of the Tribulation Realm, their actual strength is not that high! 

Bai Qian finally understood why Chen Ping dared to resist the palm of the 
man in black without letting him take action! 

A man like none other chapter 3523-“Give the rhino beast back to you. We 
don’t want it anymore. Let me go!” 

The man in black looked at Bai Qian and said! 

Bai Qian didn’t move at all, and kept suppressing the woman in black. Seeing 
this, the man in black could only look at Chen Ping. He saw that Chen Ping 
had the final say here! 

“Tell me, what does your Soulless Palace want the Rhinoceros Beast for?” 

Chen Ping asked the man in black! 

The man in black frowned slightly, hesitant, and didn’t seem to want to say 
anything! 

“Huh, if I ask you anything, just tell me honestly, otherwise…” 

Bai Qian added a little more breath, and the woman in black suddenly 
screamed! 

“I said, I said!” 

Seeing this, the man in black hurriedly said, “There is a traitor in our Soulless 
Palace. We need the spirit beast to detect the traitor’s aura and find where the 
traitor is.” 

“Traitor?” Chen Ping frowned and instantly thought of Elder Fei! 

“Is the traitor you are talking about Elder Fei from your Soulless Palace?” 

Chen Ping asked! 



The man in black was stunned and looked at Chen Ping in disbelief, 
“You…how did you know?” 

“You don’t need to worry about how I knew it. Tell me first, how did you know 
about Elder Fei’s betrayal?” 

Chen Ping narrowed his eyes slightly and said! 

“I can’t say!” The man in black shook his head! 

When Chen Ping saw this, the Dragon-Slaying Sword instantly appeared in 
his hand, and then pressed against the shoulder of the woman in black! 

“If you don’t tell her, then let her die…” 

Chen Ping threatened! 

“Brother, you can’t say anything, otherwise our Soulless Palace will be 
doomed. Elder Fei’s rebellion has put our Soulless Palace in dire straits. You 
can’t talk anymore.” 

The woman in black shouted at the man! 

The man in black looked anxious and in a dilemma! 

Chen Ping exerted slight force on the dragon-slaying sword in his hand, and a 
thin wound instantly appeared on the woman’s neck, and the blood continued 
to fall! 

Seeing that Chen Ping actually took action, the man in black hurriedly said, 
“Don’t take action, I said, I said…” 

After a pause, the man in black said, “Elder Chu from the Demon Sealing 
Alliance told us that we are indeed cooperating with the Demon Sealing 
Alliance!” 

“Elder Chu said that our Elder Fei secretly attacked Zuo Xuan, the young 
master of the Demon Sealing Alliance, causing Zuo Xuan to be killed by Chen 
Ping.” 

“Elder Chu told us that the Soulless Palace must have an explanation, and he 
is also contacting the nearby branch of the Demon Sealing Alliance to prepare 
to hunt down Chen Ping.” 



After hearing what the man in black said, Chen Ping smiled coldly and said, 
“Does the leader of the Demon Sealing Alliance know that his son is dead?” 

“I don’t know yet. If he finds out, I’m afraid our Soulless Palace and Elder Chu 
won’t be able to survive.” 

The man in black shook his head, and then continued, “What I said is true. 
Can you let my sister go?” 

“Of course I know what you said is true, because I am the Chen Ping you 
said…” 

Chen Ping smiled slightly and said! 

“Are you Chen Ping?” 

The man in black’s eyes were full of shock. He couldn’t believe that he could 
meet Chen Ping in this Spirit Beast Valley! 

The woman in black also looked at Chen Ping in disbelief! 

“Of course, if it’s Chen Ping, didn’t your Soulless Palace get an order to hunt 
me down?” 

Chen Ping still has a smile on his face! 

The man in black looked ashen at this moment. He knew that if he fell into 
Chen Ping’s hands, he would definitely not end well! 

The woman in black also slowly lowered her head. At this point, they can only 
accept their fate! 

If Bai Qian is not here, they can fight with Chen Ping. Even if there is help 
from Spirit Beast Valley, they are not afraid! 

But now that Bai Qian is here, a seventh-level monk in the Tribulation Realm, 
they are no match at all! 

“Now that I have fallen into your hands, I feel free to kill or chop him into 
pieces, but my master will avenge us.” 

The man in black said coldly! 



A man like none other chapter 3524-“I won’t kill you. Go back and tell your 
palace master to stop working for the Demon Sealing Alliance.” 

“If you, the Soulless Palace, still want to help the Demon-Sealing Alliance kill 
me, I will accompany you at any time, but next time, you won’t have such a 
good ending.” 

Chen Ping put away the Dragon-Slaying Sword! 

The woman in black was shocked and looked at Chen Ping in disbelief. She 
didn’t expect that Chen Ping would let her go! 

The man in black didn’t expect Chen Ping to let them go! 

“Are you telling the truth?” 

The man in black asked in disbelief! 

“Of course, you can leave now…” 

Chen Ping waved his hand, causing Bai Qian to take back his breath! 

The woman in black felt her body relax, and then slowly stood up! 

The two brothers and sisters, the man in black and the woman in black, 
glanced at Chen Ping and then left with them! 

“Master, why don’t you kill these people? Since you know that they have been 
chasing you, why do you let the tiger go back to the mountain?” 

Huofeng asked very puzzledly! 

“Killing them here will inevitably arouse the resentment of the Soulless Palace 
towards the Spirit Beast Valley. Then I am afraid that the Spirit Beast Valley 
will not have a good life.” 

“These people from the Soulless Palace are not very strong, so don’t worry!” 

Chen Ping smiled slightly and said! 

When the elders saw that Chen Ping was considering their Spirit Beast Valley, 
they were very grateful! 



“Mr. Chen, you can take this little consonant with you. Although the little 
consonant has just given birth, it is still sensitive to breath.” 

“And this spirit beast has a very strong ability to give birth. I believe it won’t be 
long before there will be more spirit beasts in our Spirit Beast Valley.” 

The elder Zong said to Chen Ping! 

“Thank you very much, Elder Sect…” 

Chen Ping was not polite and directly picked up the little consonant beast! 

After saying goodbye, Chen Ping, Huo Feng and the others hurried towards 
the Blood Spirit Valley with the Rhinoceros Beast! 

……………… 

Southern Territory, Yecheng! 

This is also a city at the foot of Tianmo Mountain, and Yecheng is not far from 
Fancheng. 

The reason why it is called Yecheng is because there is the largest family 
here, the Ye family! 

And this Ye family is also a branch of the Demon Sealing Alliance! 

The head of the Ye family, Ye Liancheng, is a sub-ruler of the Demon Sealing 
Alliance! 

“Elder Chu, we have a total of eighteen branches in the Southern Territory. I 
have already ordered them to go down. As long as Chen Ping is still in the 
Southern Territory, he can’t even think about escaping.” 

Ye Liancheng said to Elder Chu who was sitting opposite! 

“Thank you, Captain Ye…” 

Elder Chu stood up and thanked him! 

“Elder Chu, you are being polite. We all serve the alliance leader. Now that 
the alliance leader’s son has been killed by Chen Ping, we should do our 
best.” 



Ye Liancheng waved his hand and said! 

“Elder Chu, I have also ordered my disciples to go to the Spiritual Beast Valley 
to buy a spiritual beast. As long as there is a spiritual beast, I will definitely 
catch the traitor Elder Fei and give an explanation to Elder Chu and the 
Demon Sealing Alliance.” 

Sitting on the other side, an old man with a goatee said! 

This person is Song Tianhai, the master of the Soulless Palace! 

“Hmph, your Soulless Palace has been fostered by the Demon-Sealing 
Alliance for so many years, but the first time you did something bad, there was 
a traitor. If the alliance leader knew about this, your entire Soulless Palace 
would be destroyed.” 

Elder Chu glanced at Song Tianhai, with dissatisfaction in his eyes! 

Song Tianhai’s forehead was covered with cold sweat and he apologized 
repeatedly. 

At this time, the two brothers and sisters who went to Spirit Beast Valley to 
buy Spirit Beasts came back! 

“How’s it going? Have you bought back the Rhinoceros?” 

Song Tianhai looked at the brother and sister and asked! 

“Master, we…” 

The man looked embarrassed. He was about to open his mouth to tell the 
truth, but the woman beside him said, “Master, I have bought it back. Now we 
can set off to catch the traitor!” 

Upon hearing that the Spirit Beast was bought, Song Tianhai hurriedly stood 
up, and then said to Elder Chu, “Elder Chu, Master Ye, I’m going to find the 
traitor first. Within three days, I will bring Elder Fei’s head.” .” 

“Go ahead, if you can’t catch the traitor, you know the consequences!” 

Elder Chu waved his hand! 



A man like none other chapter 3525-Song Tianhai nodded, and then 
followed the brother and sister out! 

“Where’s the Rhinoceros?” 

Song Tianhai asked after walking out of Ye’s house! 

“Master, listen to me…” 

The woman grabbed Song Tianhai and then walked to a hidden place! 

He told Song Tianhai exactly what happened to them in Spirit Beast Valley! 

When he heard that his disciple had met Chen Ping, Song Tianhai’s 
expression became very shocked! 

Especially when Chen Ping released them all! 

“Master, the reason why I lied to you just now is to let you get away. If Elder 
Chu knew that we didn’t get the telekinesis beast, he would definitely blame 
us. Maybe we won’t be able to leave here.” 

The woman said softly! 

“Master, let’s leave the Demon-Sealing Alliance. These guys don’t think of us 
as human beings at all.” 

The man in black also spoke at this moment! 

“Yes, after leaving the Demon-Sealing Alliance, there is no Spirit Beast now, 
and we can’t find Elder Fei at all. When three days are over, Elder Chu will 
definitely attack us.” 

“And Zuo Xuan was accompanied by Elder Chu. Zuo Xuan died. Elder Chu 
himself did not dare to report to the alliance leader and wanted our Soulless 
Palace to take the blame. Who knows whether Elder Fei really rebelled!” 

The woman followed Song Tianhai to analyze! 

Song Tianhai frowned slightly, as if he was struggling in his heart! 

Without the rhinoceros beast, they might not be able to find Elder Fei even in 
three days, let alone three days! 



What’s more, they don’t know whether Elder Fei is alive or dead now. If Elder 
Chu said this deliberately in order to make their Soulless Palace take the 
blame, what can they do? 

After thinking again and again, Song Tianhai nodded and said, “Okay, let me 
inform you that all the disciples of the Soulless Palace will leave Yecheng. 
Let’s just wait and see what happens!” 

The brother and sister nodded and went to inform them immediately! 

……………… 

Blood Spirit Valley! 

After Luo Shouhai buried the dead disciple, he cleaned up the entire Blood 
Spirit Valley! 

Devil Mountain Ghost Lao has been following Luo Shouhai. He is always 
afraid that Luo Shouhai will not be able to bear it and his body will collapse! 

After all, this Blood Spirit Valley has existed for thousands of years. When it 
reached Luo Shouhai, it was almost destroyed. This made Luo Shouhai face 
to face with his ancestors without shame! 

“Lao Luo, as long as you are still here, Blood Spirit Valley will be here. Don’t 
be too sad.” 

Devil Mountain Ghost Lao gently patted Luo Shouhai on the shoulder and 
said! 

Luo Shouhai didn’t speak. He had been thinking about who he was so cruel 
that he killed everyone in the Blood Spirit Valley! 

“Master, there is someone visiting from outside the valley…” 

At this time, Jin Dong came over and said to Luo Shouhai! 

“who is it?” 

Luo Shouhai was stunned! 

The Blood Spirit Valley is like this, why do people still come to visit? 



“I don’t know, he’s a middle-aged man, and he doesn’t seem to be very 
strong!” 

Jin Dong replied! 

Luo Shouhai stood up and walked out, with Devil Shan Gui Lao following 
behind! 

When they arrived at the entrance of the valley, they found a middle-aged 
man waiting quietly! 

Luo Shouhai looked around and found that the other party was actually an 
orc, which made Luo Shouhai very confused! 

He didn’t understand why this beast tribe came to his place! 

Although the three tribes did not fight or kill each other in the Tianmo 
Mountain area, they had no friendship with the Beast Tribe in the Blood Spirit 
Valley! 

“Fellow Taoist, I wonder what you are doing here?” 

Luo Shouhei stepped forward and asked the middle-aged man very politely! 

“Find someone……” 

The middle-aged man said very coldly! 

“Who are you looking for?” Luo Shouhai continued to ask. 

“I’m looking for Chen Ping and ask him to come out to see me!” 

The middle-aged man sounded domineering! 

Seeing the middle-aged man’s attitude, Luo Shouhai was a little unhappy! 

Jin Dong on the side also frowned, “You look quite crazy. Since you are here 
to find someone, you must be polite. And who is Mr. Chen? Is it something 
you can see if you want to?” 

A man like none other chapter 3526-The middle-aged man glanced at Jin 
Dong coldly, and then snorted coldly. An inaudible breath came quietly, 
making Jin Dong fall to his knees with a pop! 



“Ignorant child, you dare to talk to me like this. If it had been before, you would 
have turned into a pool of blood by now.” 

The middle-aged man snorted coldly! 

When Luo Shouhai saw this, his expression instantly turned ugly, his body 
trembled slightly, and a breath rose up, directly following the middle-aged man 
to compete with him! 

“This is Blood Spirit Valley, not a place for you to run wild. If you want to find 
someone, just talk to me. If you want to take action, I can accompany you!” 

Luo Shouhai said with a cold face and eyes full of murderous intent! 

The middle-aged man saw Luo Shouhai’s murderous look, but he was not 
afraid at all. Instead, he raised the corner of his mouth slightly, “There are 
really no tigers in the mountains, and the monkey is the king…” 

After saying that, the aura on the middle-aged man’s body suddenly surged, 
and Luo Shouhai flew backwards! 

“Bold…” 

Seeing this, the Demon Mountain Ghost Old Man on the side slapped the 
middle-aged man with his palm! 

He felt that this guy was really too crazy and he must be taught a lesson! 

Seeing the Devil Mountain Ghost Lao slap him with his palm, the middle-aged 
man casually punched it out! 

A flash of white light flashed, and the huge aura was like a cannonball, which 
violently collided with the palm of the Demon Mountain Ghost Old Man! 

Devil Mountain Ghost Elder also flew backwards and took dozens of steps 
back before he regained his balance! 

“That’s right. I just passed through the seventh level of the Tribulation Realm, 
and I encountered the Demon Tribulation Cloud, and I managed to carry it 
through.” 

The middle-aged man looked at the Demon Mountain Ghost Elder with some 
appreciation and said! 



Demon Mountain Ghost Old Man’s face was full of shock, and he opened his 
mouth and said, “Who are you? Why do you know the Holy Light Fist?” 

In the eyes of Moshan Gui Lao and the others, this kind of person is full of the 
aura of the beast race. He is obviously the beast race. How can he know the 
Holy Light Fist of the Feng Mo lineage? 

This is simply impossible. You must know that Devil Mountain Ghost himself 
doesn’t know Holy Light Fist. Holy Light Fist is Feng Mo’s unique skill. How 
can he teach it to others at will? 

The only Holy Light Fist that Demon Mountain Ghost Elder had ever seen was 
used by Chen Ping. Could it be that this beast tribe was also taught by Feng 
Mo himself? 

“You don’t have to worry about why I know Holy Light Fist, you just need to 
call out Chen Ping.” 

The middle-aged man said calmly! 

“Mr. Chen is indeed not here. If you have something urgent to do with him, 
you can wait in the Blood Spirit Valley for a while. He should be back soon.” 

The old Demon Mountain Ghost stepped forward and his attitude became 
much more respectful! 

Let’s not talk about how this middle-aged man learned the Holy Light Fist. 
Since he knows the Holy Light Fist, it proves that he is connected to their 
Feng Mo lineage! 

Since there is a connection, Demon Mountain Ghost Elder must be polite and 
respectful. Demon Mountain Ghost Elder knows very well the status of people 
who can master the Holy Light Fist in their Wind Demon lineage! 

Seeing that the attitude of the old Demon Mountain Ghost became respectful, 
and that Chen Ping was indeed not in the Blood Spirit Valley, the middle-aged 
man nodded and said, “Okay, I will wait for his return in the Blood Spirit Valley 
for the time being…” 

After saying that, the middle-aged man walked straight into the Blood Spirit 
Valley. When the middle-aged man passed by Jin Dong, Jin Dong looked at 



him carefully, then his eyes widened and he said, “Oh, I remembered, I know 
Who are you…” 

When Jin Dong said this, Devil Shan Guilao and Luo Shouhai all looked 
towards Jin Dong! 

“He is the big man who runs a stall in Xuanyin Sect. Mr. Chen also bought 
something from him, which seems to be a clock carved from jade.” 

Jin Dong said suddenly! 

When Moshan Guilao and Luo Shouhai heard this, they were speechless. 
What kind of knowledge does this have? They just know that they have set up 
a street stall, but so what? 

They are strong, and if they really want to enter the Blood Spirit Valley, no one 
can stop them! 

“You went to Mr. Chen, did you regret it and want to take the things back?” 

Jin Dong asked the middle-aged man! 

But the middle-aged man raised his lips and walked directly into the Blood 
Spirit Valley without saying anything! 

A man like none other chapter 3527-“This little consonant beast is so 
cute…” 

On the way back to the Blood Spirit Valley, Huofeng hugged the little 
consonant beast and couldn’t put it down! 

Perhaps because they are both members of the beast clan, the little contortion 
beast also loves the fire phoenix very much and keeps acting coquettishly in 
the fire phoenix’s arms! 

“The Blood Spirit Valley is ahead. If I had known, I would have been Ji Yun’s 
flying boat. I’m so tired from traveling…” 

Chen Ping was speechless for a while. Going back and forth this time 
consumes a lot of spiritual energy! 



But just as Chen Ping finished speaking, the little consonant beast, which was 
originally very docile, suddenly screamed in Huofeng’s arms, and then jumped 
to the ground! 

There was a bit of anger and panic in the little consonant’s eyes, and it kept 
wagging its tail in one direction! 

Seeing the strange behavior of the little consonant beast, Chen Ping and the 
others quickly stopped. 

“What’s wrong with this rhinoceros?” 

Bai Qian asked! 

“I don’t know, suddenly it became like this…” 

Huo Feng was also confused, not knowing what was going on! 

The rhinoceros beast bared its teeth and made an attack motion! 

Upon seeing this, Chen Ping dispersed his consciousness and quickly caught 
someone coming towards them! 

After Chen Ping dispersed his consciousness, he was immediately captured 
by the other party! 

“Master, someone is using spiritual consciousness to detect…” 

The man in black looked at Song Tianhai beside him and said! 

“I already know, but the opponent’s realm is not strong, so don’t be afraid!” 

Song Tianhai looked indifferent. The other party’s spiritual consciousness was 
not strong, so he was not afraid at all and walked straight forward! 

At this moment, Chen Ping frowned slightly, “Someone is coming, it should be 
someone from the Soulless Palace!” 

“What should we do?” 

Huofeng hurriedly picked up the little consonant beast, fearing that the people 
from the Soulless Palace would snatch it away! 



“Let’s go, let’s go quickly. As long as we return to Blood Spirit Valley, we’ll be 
fine!” 

Chen Ping knew that now was not the time to follow the people from the 
Soulless Palace. If a fight broke out, it would probably delay time. You must 
know that the longer the delay, the weaker the remaining aura in the Blood 
Spirit Valley will be! 

If even the spirit beasts can’t detect their aura by then, I’m afraid they will 
never know who committed the Blood Spirit Valley tragedy! 

But just when Chen Ping and the others wanted to avoid it, Song Tianhai and 
the others from the Soulless Palace had already arrived! 

When they saw Chen Ping, Song Tianhai’s two disciples were all stunned! 

“Master, this…this is Chen Ping…” 

The man in black pointed at Chen Ping and said! 

Song Tianhai didn’t expect that he would meet Chen Ping here! 

Seeing that there was no way to hide, Chen Ping took out the Dragon-Slaying 
Sword, and then told Huofeng, “If there is a fight later, you take the Spirit 
Beast back to the Blood Spirit Valley quickly. I will follow Bai Qian to block it 
for the time being.” On.” 

Huofeng nodded. She knew that she couldn’t help much by staying. The most 
important thing was that the Spirit Rhinoceros Beast couldn’t fall into the 
hands of the Soulless Palace! 

“It seems that you didn’t listen at all to what I told you. You are still working for 
the Demon Sealing Alliance and are here to hunt me down…” 

Chen Ping’s eyes were filled with murderous intent, and his body was instantly 
covered with an indestructible golden body! 

Bai Qian also assumed an offensive stance, and the aura of the seventh-level 
Tribulation Realm on his body exploded without concealment! 

Chen Ping and Bai Qian knew that they had to work hard. Only in this way 
could Huofeng get a chance to escape with the Rhinoceros Beast! 



The brother and sister felt the killing intent in Chen Ping, and for a moment 
they didn’t know what to say! 

After all, Chen Ping had just let them both go. 

The brother and sister looked at Song Tianhai at the same time. Now they 
could only wait for Song Tianhai to give orders. In fact, in their hearts, neither 
brother nor sister wanted to work hard for the Demon Sealing Alliance! 

Song Tianhai frowned, and he didn’t know what to do for a moment. 

If you don’t work hard for the Demon-Sealing Alliance, you must know that the 
living space of the demons is very limited now, and the Demon-Sealing 
Alliance has branches in the entire heaven and human world, and they may 
not have a place in the Soulless Palace at all! 
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Sealing Alliance, the Soulless Palace has no hope at all. Although their realm 
has been growing in practice, their real strength is very weak. After all, the 
resources of the Soulless Palace need to be rewarded by the Demon Sealing 
Alliance! 

What’s more, Chen Ping now has Bai Qian, a seventh-level monk in the 
Tribulation Realm beside Chen Ping. Song Tianhai is not sure that he can kill 
Chen Ping! 

“Master, let’s stop working our lives for the Demon Sealing Alliance. They 
don’t regard us as human beings at all. In the Tianmo Mountain area, the 
three races are still harmonious. We might as well stay here and develop.” 

The man in black broke the silence and spoke. 

“Master, let’s break away from the Demon-Sealing Alliance. The Demon-
Sealing Alliance uses the slogan of exterminating demons and defending the 
Tao in order to enslave us demons. We can no longer be enslaved. We must 
resist, and we must let the world know that we demons Not everyone in the 
clan is a heinous person, and the Demonic Alliance is not a good thing either.” 

The woman in black also spoke! 

Song Tianhai still didn’t speak, his face was gloomy and uncertain, he still 
couldn’t make up his mind! 



When Chen Ping saw that Song Tianhai was silent, he took a step forward 
and said, “The war between gods and demons back then caused constant 
disputes in the world of heaven and humans, and the people were in dire 
straits. As a result, everyone in the demon tribe became shouting for fights.” 

“Actually, this is a conspiracy. I know that not all of you demons are 
treacherous and evil people. Don’t you just want to live an upright life?” 

Song Tianhai glanced at Chen Ping, but still couldn’t make up his mind, and 
said helplessly, “Leaving the Demon-Sealing Alliance is easy to say, but it’s 
never that easy to do. The Demon-Sealing Alliance can spread all over the 
heaven and human world, making many demons Just like a bereaved dog 
hiding everywhere, it won’t happen overnight.” 

“You know that the entire Demon-Sealing Alliance has almost united many 
sects and families in the five domains of the Heaven and Human Realm, and 
they are all very powerful. They all have interests among themselves, and 
they use the slogan of eradicating the demons to seek personal gain for 
themselves. “ 

“If I leave the Demon-Sealing Alliance now, even in this Heavenly Demonic 
Mountain, I believe there will never be a place for us in the Soulless Palace.” 

Seeing Song Tianhai like that, Chen Ping also fell silent. The power of the 
Demon Sealing Alliance was too great for a small Soulless Palace to contend 
with! 

“You go away, just pretend we haven’t met!” 

After Song Tianhai hesitated for a moment, he waved his hand to let Chen 
Ping and the others leave! 

Song Tianhai knew that they wouldn’t be able to gain any advantage in a fight! 

“Then what should you do?” Chen Ping asked! 

“I still have three days. In these three days, we can run as far as we can…” 

Song Tianhai forgot about the endless Tianmo Mountain Range, “If it doesn’t 
work, I will take them to the top of the most dangerous mountain range. 
Maybe they can find a place there!” 



Chen Ping looked at Song Tianhai and asked, “Do you believe me?” 

Song Tianhai was stunned and didn’t understand what Chen Ping meant! 

“If you believe me, I can take you to a place. I don’t think the Demon Sealing 
Alliance will find you for the time being.” 

“And you must also unite with other demons to jointly resist the Demon-
Sealing Alliance. Only in this way can the Demon-Sealing Alliance be 
restrained.” 

Chen Ping said to Song Tianhai! 

Song Tianhai looked at Chen Ping, but didn’t know how to answer for a while. 
After all, he was following Chen Ping and didn’t know him, so he couldn’t 
easily trust a stranger! 

“Master, I believe in Chen Ping. I don’t think he will harm us.” 

The man in black said! 

“Yes, if he wanted to kill us, he wouldn’t have let us go. Wouldn’t it be better to 
kill us with one sword directly in the Spirit Beast Valley?” 

“We’d better go with him and have a look. Maybe there’s a good place there.” 

The woman in black also spoke! 

They have always been grateful to Chen Ping for not killing him! 

Song Tianhai saw that his two disciples all said this, and finally nodded in 
agreement! 

Chen Ping took the people from Soulless Palace and rushed to Blood Spirit 
Valley! 
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Spirit Valley, Jin Dong was already waiting for Chen Ping at the entrance of 
the valley! 

Seeing that Chen Ping actually brought many people, Jin Dong hurriedly 
stepped forward and said, “Mr. Chen, these people are…” 



“These are all from the Soulless Palace. I met them on the way and brought 
them here. What are you doing at the entrance of the valley?” 

Chen Ping didn’t understand what Jin Dong was doing at the mouth of the 
valley, as if he was waiting for someone! 

“Mr. Chen, I’m here to wait for you.” 

After Jin Dong finished speaking, he leaned close to Chen Ping’s ear and 
whispered, “Mr. Chen, the person who sold you the clock is here, and he 
seems to be very powerful. He insists on seeing you. He may have returned 
and wants to take the clock back.” go……” 

Jin Dong thought that the middle-aged man was here to take back the clock, 
so he had been waiting for Chen Ping at the mouth of the valley, planning to 
tell Chen Ping in advance so that Chen Ping could be mentally prepared! 

But when Chen Ping heard this, he immediately became happy, “Where is 
that person now?” 

“Right inside, Mr. Gui and my master are waiting, very arrogant…” 

Jin Dong said! 

Chen Ping was not taking care of Jin Dong, but ran directly into the Blood 
Spirit Valley! 

At this time, the middle-aged man was sitting on a recliner, with Devil Shan 
Guilao and Luo Shouhai standing aside! 

Luo Shouhai’s face looked a little unhappy, but Devil Mountain Ghost Elder 
was respectful! 

Seeing Chen Ping coming back, the two people rushed to greet him! 

“Mr. Chen, you are back…” 

Luo Shouhai and Devil Mountain Ghost Elder said! 

When the middle-aged man heard that Chen Ping was back, he stood up 
immediately! 



Chen Ping ignored Luo Shouhai and Demon Mountain Ghost Elder, but 
walked straight to the middle-aged man and said respectfully, “Senior Feng 
Mo, I’m really sorry for keeping you waiting for so long…” 

Chen Ping’s words made Luo Shouhai and Mo Shan Gui Lao stunned on the 
spot, with incredible expressions on their faces! 

Even Feng Mo himself was slightly startled, then smiled and said, “How did 
you recognize me?” 

You must know that when he sold the watch to Chen Ping, Chen Ping did not 
recognize him, but now he called him out when they met, which made Feng 
Mo a little confused! 

Chen Ping smiled awkwardly and said, “I met Senior Yin Mo. He saw the clock 
and guessed your identity…” 

“Hahaha, it turns out it’s this old guy. I said it’s impossible for you to penetrate 
my time magic weapon in such a short time.” 

Feng Mo laughed and admitted his identity! 

At this moment, Luo Shouhai and Demon Mountain Ghost Elder were both 
confused. They couldn’t believe that the middle-aged man in front of them, 
who was full of beastly aura, was actually Feng Mo? 

“Senior Feng Mo, what’s going on with you? Why do you have the aura of the 
beast tribe in your body?” 

Chen Ping was also surprised, so he asked! 

“Hey, it’s a long story. When you released me from the Demon Suppression 
Tower, my remnant soul escaped back to the world of heaven and humans. 
However, I couldn’t find a place to rest and couldn’t reshape my body. In the 
end, I just Can possess an orc monk.” 

“If the remaining soul is exposed for a long time, it is very likely that the soul 
will be scattered, and then I will really disappear forever!” 

Feng Mo explained! 

After listening to Feng Mo’s explanation, Chen Ping realized that this body 
belonged to an orc monk. No wonder he had the aura of the orc in him! 



“Ancestor, this disciple deserves to die. He actually attacked the ancestor and 
asked the ancestor to punish him…” 

Devil Mountain Ghost Lao knelt down in front of Feng Mo with a bang! 

Now he has no doubt about Feng Mo’s identity. After all, Feng Mo just used 
Holy Light Fist! 

“Get up, he who doesn’t know is not guilty!” 

Feng Mo waved his hand and said! 

Devil Mountain Ghost stood up with excitement on his face, his body trembling 
slightly with excitement! 

“Senior Feng Mo, I wonder what you want from me?” 

Chen Ping was curious as to why Feng Mo came here to find him! 

“Of course I’m looking for you to ask for your help. I’ve been using someone 
else’s body, and there’s no way to increase my strength. This body can’t bear 
it.” 

“So I need to reshape my body. But to reshape my body, I need the Demon 
Stone. I want you to find the Demon Stone for me so that I can reshape my 
body.” 

Feng Mo said! 
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reshape the body, and your strength will be greatly reduced in the early stage. 
Senior Yin Mo is also reshaping the body. He has the support of the Valley of 
the Dead, but his current strength is not very strong.” 

“At least you are possessing someone else now, so your strength is pretty 
good…” 

Chen Ping said to Feng Mo! 

“You don’t understand. Possessing someone else’s body will limit your 
strength. If I can reshape my physical body, although it will be difficult at the 
beginning, it will get better and better in the future. When I successfully 



reshape my physical body, I will be able to regain my physical body.” The 
peak is equivalent to living again.” 

“Besides, I’ve been fed up with this bastard for a long time. My own body is 
better looking. This bastard has a hairy face and it’s hard to pick up girls!” 

Feng Mo said helplessly! 

Poof……… 

Chen Ping couldn’t help but laughed out loud. He didn’t expect that Feng Mo 
could say such a thing! 

“Senior Feng Mo, where is the Heavenly Demon Stone today?” 

Chen Ping still doesn’t know where the Heavenly Demon Stone is, and he 
can’t help Feng Mo find it! 

“Mr. Chen, I know that the Heavenly Demon Stone is on the top of the 
Heavenly Demon Mountain Range, and this kind of stone can be encountered 
but not sought.” 

Devil Mountain Ghost Lao said! 

When Chen Ping heard this, he was speechless. Where could he find 
something like this that could only be encountered but not sought? 

“Don’t worry, just keep an eye on the Heavenly Demon Stone for me.” 

“Come here, I’ll tell you two formulas. Whether you can penetrate the time 
magic weapon depends on your own understanding.” 

Feng Mo waved towards Chen Ping! 

Chen Ping came closer, and Feng Mo whispered something in Chen Ping’s 
ear! 

After finishing speaking, Feng Mo patted Chen Ping on the shoulder and said, 
“I believe you can understand…” 

“Senior Feng Mo, can this time magic weapon reverse time, bring people back 
to life, or even go back in time?” 



Chen Ping asked curiously! 

“what are you thinking?” 

Feng Mo was stunned, “Even Daluo Jinxian doesn’t have the ability to turn 
back time. Do you know that time controls thousands of worlds? Do you want 
to turn back time?” 

“When this time magic weapon is used, you can suspend a specific time in a 
specific area, or you can go back in time. It’s just not going back in time, but 
taking your consciousness back to what happened before.” 

“That is to say, you can see and hear, but you can’t do anything. After all, it’s 
just your consciousness that is brought there. If you want to bring your 
physical body back to the past, this magical weapon can’t do it.” 

“But I don’t know if the immortal weapons in the hands of those true immortals 
can do it…” 

After listening to Feng Mo’s explanation, Chen Ping had a preliminary 
understanding of clocks, and he also knew the formula. Now he had to figure 
it out on his own! 

“Thank you, Senior Feng Mo, for your guidance.” 

Chen Ping said very gratefully! 

“Haha, I should thank you. If you hadn’t released me from the Demon 
Suppression Tower, I would still be suppressed now.” 

“Originally, I thought it would take a long time to see you in the Heavenly 
Demon Mountain in the Heavenly Realm, but I didn’t expect your boy’s 
strength to improve so quickly. Now you are only a first-level Tribulation 
Realm master. I’m afraid you are a fifth-level Tribulation Realm cultivator. You 
don’t even care about it, do you?” 

Feng Mo laughed and said! 

“This is also thanks to Senior Feng Mo’s Holy Light Fist…” 

Chen Ping flattered Feng Mo! 



“Okay, please stop flattering me. None of you are allowed to reveal my current 
identity.” 

“I can only walk as an orc now. When you find Tianmo Mountain, remember to 
contact me. I have a sound transmission jade slip here. I will give you one to 
facilitate our contact.” 

“You have to cherish it. This sound transmission jade slip cost me a lot of 
spiritual coins…” 

Feng Mo gave Chen Ping a sound transmission jade slip and said! 


